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WebMO/QCHEM calculations on some 
Vinyl Systems (CH2-CHR) 

In the following, use QCHEM/WebMO for all calculations. 

1) Write an essay on the logic behind the construction of basis sets. You can Szabo and Ostlund’s 

“Modern Quantum Chemistry”, Levine’s “Quantum Chemistry” and Jensen’s “Introduction to 

Computational Chemistry”. You may also find the following reference useful: 

http://vergil.chemistry.gatech.edu/courses/chem6485/pdf/basis-sets.pdf.  

http://www.files.chem.vt.edu/chem-dept/valeev/docs/basisset_notes.pdf 

You can use WebMO calculations for experimenting with these basis functions to demonstrate 

the points. Please explain concepts like: primitive Gaussian functions (GFs), contractions (CGFs), 

explain how contractions are built in the various approaches and the logic behind the ideas.  

Your short review should touch on the following points: 

a. Minimal basis sets (for example STO-3G) 

b. Pople basis sets: Split valence double and triple zeta functions (for example 4-31G etc), 

including polarized and diffuse basis sets (example: 6-31G**,6-311+G**) 

c. Correlation consistent polarized (ccp) basis sets.  

2) Give a short overview of the concept of “Population analysis” in Gaussian basis set calculations. 

What is the logic behind this analysis and its limitations. Dose the analysis become more 

accurate as you increase the size of your basis? You can use Szabo and Ostlund’s “Modern 

Quantum Chemistry”.  

3) Use fluoroethylene (R=F) as a test case. Determine its geometry in 6-31G*/ Hartree-Fock 

calculations and then, at this frozen geometry perform several single energy Hartree-Fock and 

DFT/BLYP calculations using the following basis sets: STO-3G, 3-21G, 6-31G*, 6-311+G**, cc-

pVDZ, cc-pVTZ, and cc-pVQZ). 

a. For each functional, plot the energy      as a function of basis set size   (can be found 

in QCHEM output).  

b. For each functional, plot the relative error          
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 vs  . Discuss this 

and the previous plots. You will need to estimate what      is. Usually this is done by a 

assuming a functional form and fitting. You can experiment. For example,      

    (           ) or         
       

 

      
  .   

c. For each functional, plot the CPU time (computation time) as a function of   on a log-

log plot. Explain qualitatively the behavior. 

d. Assuming CPU time is              (what is meaning of each constant?), 

determine   and A and    (you may use your plot) for each functional? Compare 

Hartree-Fock and BLYP. Try to explain why one is faster than the other in each of the 

different   cases. 

http://vergil.chemistry.gatech.edu/courses/chem6485/pdf/basis-sets.pdf
http://www.files.chem.vt.edu/chem-dept/valeev/docs/basisset_notes.pdf
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e. If one wants the fastest possible calculation with basis-set error <0.05%, which basis 

should one work with? 

4) Using the basis you chose in (1), determine the properties below for the following systems 

        where R is one of the following: 

  Molecule Name 

          Ethylene 

          Fluoroethylene 

            Vinyl alcohol 

              Propene 

              Vinylamine 

 

 The electronic structure methods you should use here are: Hartree-Fock and DFT/BLYP.  Note 

that substituents may have several low-energy conformers. Please try to explore each of them 

for example, for the R=OH system there are 3 conceivable conformers: 

 

Determine the following characteristics: 

a. Stable Structure: bond lengths and angles [WebMO creates the z-matrix for you]. 

b. At the stable structure: 

i. Total Energy 

ii. Dipole moment vector in two ways:  

1. From the QCHEM results based on the converged electron density. 

2. From the population analysis, as the dipole of a distribution of point 

charges. 

Based on the results, please do the following: 

a. For molecules that have different conformers, estimate their relative abundance at 

300K and 1000K (i.e. their ratio of concentration or partial pressure).  

b. What is the effect of substituents on the CC bond length? Is there a correlation between 

the charge on R and this bond length? Explain this, especially note the case of R=F. 

c. Discuss the size of the dipole moment in view of the electronegativity of the 

substituent  . 

5) On Fluoroethylene, calculate the dipole moment in both ways using the sequence of basis sets 

in (1), at the Hartree-Fock, BLYP and B3LYP levels. Discuss: 

a. Dipole moment calculations: do they converge as well as the energy does? Can you 

explain it? What does this signify?  
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b. Compare the results. (Experimental dipole moment for this molecule is 1.4 Debye). 

c. Is “population analysis” a reliable method for charge distributions? 

6) Use the paper Smith et al  J. Chem. Phys. 97, 6113 (1992) and assess DFT performance for bond 

lengths and angles of the functionals VWN, BLYP and B3LYP relative to wave function methods 

mentioned there at the 6-31G* and 6-311+G** levels.  What can you deduce about 

performance of DFT for these systems? 

 


